
Established in 1626, this brewery on the prefectural 
border between Toyama and Niigata is the oldest 
brewery in Toyama.
Behind the brewery is Mt. Yamamata, part of the 
Northern Alps, and in front of it are Jade Beach and 
the Sea of Japan.
It is in this unspoiled natural environment, rich with 
water perfect for brewing, that this brewery strives 
toward their constant goal of brewing excellent sake 
for all to enjoy.

黒部峡 林酒造場

URL http://www.hayashisyuzo.com/

This sake was originally 
brewed for a competition: 
made with 100% 
Yamadanishiki rice grown 
in Hyogo, polished down to 
just 40% of its original 
mass, and brewed with 
careful attention by the 
toji .
Enjoy its refreshing flavor 
and crisp finish, with an 
elegant aroma.

Take a small sip and 
swish it around your 
mouth twice or so, 
savoring the complex 
flavor of the sake, then 
swallow and enjoy the 
way it feels in the mouth, 
throat, and stomach, 
whetting the appetite.
Then, exhale through 
your nose and enjoy the 
fruity ginjo aroma as that 
too whets the appetite, 
making this a perfect 
aperitif.

Kurobekyou

Thread-sail filefish Sashimi

黒部峡 大吟醸
Kurobekyou Daiginjo

林 洋一 氏

Yoichi Hayashi

・Michinoeki-Unazuki 687, Unazukimachi Oritate, Kurobe-shi, Toyama 
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Hayashi Syuzoujo

Thread-sail filefish 
sashimi is a local dish 
beloved for its light, clean 
taste as a whitefish — in 
recent years, it has come 
to be as prized as fugu
(blowfish)for its flavor.
The finest foods match 
perfectly with the finest 
daiginjo sake.

仮の写真

During the Golden Week 
holidays at the start of 
May, the brewery holds an 
open house where visitors 
can enjoy tastings of 
every variety of sake they 
offer, and buy direct from 
the brewery.

For details, contact Hayashi Syuzoujo.

・Nanairokan 300, Asahimachi yokomizu, Shimoniikawa-gun, Toyama

This cup is Akagawa Ware, 
made in the nearby town of 
Asahi.
Visitors can make their own 
or order custom-made items,
and experience the joy of 
drinking from a truly one-of-
a-kind cup.

Akagawayaki Guinomi
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Local Sake Breweries
Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

Shopping Information (e.g.)

More Infomation
Specific designation：
Daiginjo-shu

Raw ingredients：
Yamadanishiki

polished rice ratio:40%
Sake meter value ：＋5

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited


